
Italian Design. Handmade in Switzerland.



De Giorgio - precious craftsmanship in perfection 
For over 20 years, Carmelo De Giorgio, who  
comes from Calabria, has been designing and  
manufacturing high-quality, elegant and exclusive  
Swiss made home accessories in his Lucerne  
factory. The one-of-a-kind pieces bear his typical  
signature and are an expression of high aesthetics.  
His metallic objects combine design and function  
in perfect harmony. And they give a feeling of  
warmth, well-being and high quality. This is what  
De Giorgio stands for.



Coppa / Portavino tozzo / Pure vaso



Set accents and underline your appreciation  
for design and style with clear lines and  
elegance in pure culture. And cultivate  
your passion for beauty and durability.  
With objects made of steel or precious metal.  
Handmade in elaborate craftsmanship and  
personally grinded, polished and chrome- 
plated by the master. Pieces for eternity.  
Which on demand can also be individualized  
with your personal signature or logo.

Mano quadrato



Tozzo rondo / Pure vaso



Portavino piccoloTozzo rondo



Pure vaso / Pure top



Trave



Your passion is luxury. And your ambition is  
exclusivity. People who appreciate sophistication  
love De Giorgio‘s unique pieces made of  
high-quality metals. They are all grinded and   
polished by hand and highly finished silver or  
24-carat gold plated.  Each piece is individually  
produced and, if desired, presented in a precious,  
handmade wooden box.

Portacenere



Tronco



Piatto quadrato Linea Luce 6 maxi



Vaso

Quadrato



INO 121



TraveINO 119

The decorative objects are all made of steel,  
powder-coated and elegantly combined with  
shiny chrome-plated elements. They are  
available in black, brown and white or – from  
certain quantities – in your personal favorite  
color. iNORAMA stands for modern Italian  
design made in Switzerland. Slightly less  
expensive than the other lines from De Giorgio. 
But just as carefully handmade. For people 
who appreciate beauty and exclusivity. 



INO 105 / INO 200



INO 200INO 121



VCANTER®

Master Carmelo pays great attention to 
personality and individuality. He meets this 
demand with various finishing combinations. 
This is how your favorite product receives a 
high-quality finish according to your wishes. 
Whether rose gold-plated, black refined, 
copper-plated or in an individual color tone.  
Each object can be customized with your 
logo or signature. As it  is the case with the 
premium decanter VCANTER®.



Coppa VCANTER®



Italian Design. Handmade in Switzerland.
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